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ABSTRACT 
The numerical range of an n x n matrix T is the image of T under a certain set of 
linear functionals-a set that comprises the extreme points among the states (i.e., 
norm-one, positive linear fmmtionals) on the n X n matrices-and is convex, by the 
Toeplitz-Hansdorff theorem. One can view this convexity as a consequence of T’s 
numerical range being equal to a manifestly convex set, the image of T under all 
states. Taking this view leads us to ask whether a similar result holds when we replace 
the n X,n mat&a by a finite dimensional Banach space Y, the states 
convex subset Z of P, and the extreme states by the extreme points 
does, we call the pair (Y, 2) a ToepkMku.s~syst. In this paper, we show that 
if Yis what we term a nullilfi(ittg subspace of the n X n matrices, and if 2 is the closed 
unit ball in Y*, then (V, 2) is a Toeplitz-Hausdorff system. (Both the Jpper and 
lower triangular matrices form nulhfying subspaces.) 
I. INTRODUCTION 
For an n X n matrix T, the Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem states (that T’s 
numerical range, 
W(T)= {(Tx,~):~EC”,JJXJJ=~}, 
is convex ((m;) and II.11 are the usual inner product and norm on’ C”). As 
M. H. Stone [6, p. 1311 points out, 0. Toeplitz [7l conjectured the eorem, 
and F. Hausdorff [3] gave its first proof. Stone [5] himself gave a sim 
theorem, one that lends itself to generalization. 
i 
le-but 
computational-proof that has since become the standard one. W [4] too 
have given an independent proof based on a different formulatio of the 
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In our formulation of the theorem, we use the states defined on the n x n 
complex matrices. Let M, denote the set of such matrices equipped with the 
supremum norm I[ - 11, and let S,, be the states on M, -that is, S, consists of all 
normone positive linear functionals on M,. It is well known that S, is a 
compact, convex subset of M,, * that the extreme states all have the form 
(Ox, r>, llxll = I, and that S,, is the closed convex hull of its extreme states. 
Using states, we see that 
W(T)= (@J(T): +is an extreme state in S, } . 
This is a subset of a manifestly convex set, the algebraic numerical range of T, 
W,(T)= {$dTh+~Sn}. 
The Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem is equivalent o the equation W(T) = W,(T). 
Viewing the Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem as equahty between W(T) and 
W,(T) leads us to pose a similar question for an arbitrary finitedimensional 
complex Banach space Y. Let Z be a compact, convex subset of Y*, -Y’s 
dual, and let ext(X) be the set of Z’s extreme points; it is well known that Z is 
the closed, convex hull of ext(Z). We will say that (Y, 2) is a Toeplitzdiaus- 
a!orff system if the analogue of the numerical range, 
W(T)= {+(T):$Eext(Z)}, 0.1) 
is equal to the analogue of the algebraic numerical range, 
W,(T)= {+(T):FZ), (1.2) 
for every T E Y. Our question: Which pairs (Y, 2) are Toeplitz-Hausdorff 
systems? 
(We wish to point out that the numerical range, the algebraic numerical 
range, and their analogues are special cases of what we will call a relative 
numerical range: Given a subset I’ c Y*, define the numerical range of T 
rekztiue to r to be W(T, I’) = { $(T) : C/J E I’}. Two examples: One gets the 
algebraic numerical range [l, p. 421 of a complex, unital normed algebra Yby 
setting r={cp~Y*:~(l)=l=~~~~~}, If Tis the set of all bounded linear 
operators from a Banach space X into itself, one obtains the (spatial) numeri- 
cal range [I, p. 81 by taking I= {$EY*:$(.)=x*((.)x), where VEX, 
x* E x*, x*(x) = I]x)] = ]]%*]I = l}.) 
Let Ybe a subspace of M,, and let it be endowed with M,‘s norm. In 
addition, take I: to be the closed unit ball in Y*, B(Y*). [If X is a non-ned 
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linear space, B(X) will always denote the closed unit ball in X. 
this set is always convex.] In this paper, we will give sufficient con 
(v, B(+‘-*)) t o b e a Toeplitz-Hausdorff system, and give 
include the upper triangular matrices-that satisfy these condition 
do this in three steps: First, we will characterize all normone 
M,* that are extensions of norm-one functionals in llr*, Second, 
conditions on v, we will determine ext(B(v*)). Last, 
under these conditions, (V, B(Y*)) is a Toeplitz-Hausdorff syste 
steps will be done in Sections II, III, and IV, respectively. In 
will pose additional questions. 
REMARKS ON NOTATION. We will denote the trace of a matrix T 
1 
y tr(T). 
In addition, recall that a functional 9 E M,* may be identified with an n X n 
matrix @ via 
+(T) = tr(iPT). 
One also has that ]]+1] =I]@pI]r = tr(]@]), where I@,1 =@%. (Here “7 denotes 
the usual adjoint-conjugate transpose-of a.) In general, lowerc e Greek 
letters refer to function&, and the uppercase quivalents to the co espond- 
ing n X n matrices. Uppercase Latin letters will denote matric 1 in M,. 
Finally, the matrix ranges W(T), W,(T) will always be taken with r spect to 
z = B( v*>. i 
II. NORM-PRESERVING EXTENSIONS OF FUNCTIONALS IN v* 
Before we can characterize xt(Z?(y*)), we need to 
Which functionals in M,* are norm-preserving 
Y*? Suppose cp E M*, and ]]+I] = I]&]]. Since the spaces involved 
dimensional, standard compactness arguments how that 
$J -attains its norm on some R E y. Conversely, if there 
which h-(R) = +(W = ll+ll, ~JI en obviously I]+]1 = Il+lv]]. 
question, we need to characterize all functionals in M,* that attain the 
on R. This we do in the two theorems that follow. 
: (2.1) 
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Proof. It is well known that there is a unique Cp such that (2.1) holds, 
and that 110111 = . We want to show that RiP = 1@1. 
First, we will show 
RcP = IR@‘I* (2.3) 
This follows from a theorem of Gohberg and Krein [2, p. 1041; this theorem 
states that &(A)= trlAl implies A = IAl. In our case, tr(RQ) = (9(R) = 1 G 
jlRG$ d IlRll pPjjl = 1, so llR@?)ll = 1. Hence, trJRiPI = 1, and (2.3) holds. 
Second, the chain of inequalities 
implies that 
IRQ12 = ‘@*R*RcP < I(Rl(2@*@ = l9l2 
I-1 G PI, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
because 0 d A d B implies fi < a. From this inequality and 
t@‘@I) = t@‘l) = 1, (2.6) 
we will be able to show IR@l = I@‘). 
If IR@l # Ial, we cm find a vector e EC” such that llelj = 1 and 
(IWe, e) < (l@le,e>. (2.7) 
Make an orthonormal basis, {e,, . . . , e,, }, for C n with e, = e. Note that 
MIW) = (IWe, e) + i (IR@lej, ej) 
j-2 
is, from (2.5) and (2.7), strictly less than 
Wle,e>+ i (l*lej,ej) = triP, 
j-2 
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so tr(lE@D < tr((iPD. This contradicts (2.6); hence, IRQl = 1@1. Combining this 
with (2.3) then yields (2.2). This completes the proof. H 
What is missing from Theorem 1 is a characterization of the various @ in 
terms of quantities associated with R. Cur next result supplies this characteri- 
zation. 
THEOREMS. LetR~M,,llRll=l,undletcpbeannxn~trixfbr 
which lliplll = 1. IfR@ = 101, then 
a = ~ajxj(Rxj)*, (2.8) 
i 
where aj Z 0, Caj = 1, R*Rx, = x , llxjll = 1. That is, @ is a comex jmmbina- 
t&m of rank-one matrices of the om x(Rx)*; these matice.~ are eqtreme in i 
the convex set of all m&rices that satisfy (2.2). 
Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto the space of ah vectors x 
such that llZ%xll = Ilx((; that is, P projects orthogonally onto the eigenspace of 
R*R that corresponds to the eigenvalue 1. We will first show 
Pa)=@. (2.9) 
To establish (2.9), let y E C “, and note that (Ray, RiSy) = (IQ[y, I@jy) 
= (IqeY, Y) = (@*@Y, Y> = ll@Yl12. mw 
IIfwY)II = IPYII, (2.10) 
so R attains its norm on ipy. By definition of P, Pay = iBy. Sihce y is 
arbitrary, (2.9) holds. 
Next, we will establish a formula that will be useful in its own right: 
Q = R*l@l. (2.11) 
To get (2.11), observe that 
R*RiP = R*RP+, 
and use R*RP = P; we get 
R*R@ = Pa. 
From RiP = (91 and (2.9), we see that (2.11) holds. 
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We wiI.l now establish (2.8). First, use the spectral theorem to write 
191= Cajeje;, 
j 
where the e ‘s are unit eigenvectors corresponding to I’P/‘s positive eigenval- 
,f ues, the aj s. (We exclude 0 because it doesn’t contribute to the sum.) In 
addition, 
Caj = trJ@l= ([@(Jr = 1. 
Second, we want to show that if e is a unit eigenvector of (cP( corresponding to 
the eigenvalue a > 0, then 
IIV*e)ll= 1 (2.13) 
To see this, use IQ[e = ae, (2.11), and II@ = I@( to get these equations 
IW*e)Il= a ll~Pwle)ll 
= $IR@ell 
= d Ill@jell = jle(l = 1. 
Using (2.13), IlRll = IJR*ll = Ilell = 1, and 
one has that 
llR(fi*e)ll Q Wll IIfl*ell G IIRII llfi*ll ML 
(IR*ell = 1. (2.14) 
If we let x = R*e, then (2.13) and (2.14) imply that IlRxll = llxll- 1, so R 
attains its norm at X, and thus R*Rr = x. Moreover, we can use standard 
arguments to show that e = Rr. Finally, multiply (2.12) by R*, set rj = R*ej, 
use ej=Rxj, andget 
cB-Ccwlxj(Rzj)*, 
i 
which is just (2.8). 
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The remainder of the theorem goes this way: By means of B simple 
computation, one can show that matrices atisfying R8 = I@(, 11@11, =~l form a 
convex set. From the construction that we just did, it’s clear that if rank Q, > 2, 
then we can write ip as a nontrivial convex combination of rankone :matrices 
having the form a$&)*; such a Q, is just not extreme. On the other hand, if 
we can find a,, @s in our set, and a, /3 such that 
x( Rx)* = a@,, +B@g, a+p=l, a>O, B>O, 
(Rx)(Rr)* = aR@, + /3R@, = aIfD1(+BIGJ. 
This equation implies that (ip,(, {@a\ are proportional to (Rx)(Rx)*. Gsing the 
condition trlQ,l= tr&,l= 1 fixes the proportionality constant at unity; that 
is, lip,1 = l@J = (Rx)(Rx)*. Multiplying by R* and applying (2.11) ykelds 
x(Rx)* = G+ = Qz. 
So x( Rx)* is extreme, and the proof is finished. W 
As we pointed out earlier, these two theorems enable us to characterize 
completely all functionals that attain their norms on R, whether or nob R is in 
Y. If R E Y, then we ako have all norm-preserving extensions to M,, (of those 
functionals on Ythat attain their norms on R. Put precisely we haves this: 
COROLLARY 3. Let R E 1”, $ E Ilr*, and suppose that ll+ll* llRl[ = 
#(R) = 1. If+ E M,*, 11$11= , ~$1~ = $, then q~ has the jbm (2.i). 
Proof. II+II = 1 = +(R)= I/(R). By Theorem 2, + has the form @ecified. 
L 
This raises an important question: When is the extension of # 
there are two extensions +r = tr((*)@r), & = tr((.)$), then f& - 
Thus for every S E Y, we have that tr(S(O, - 9)) = 0, and so Cp, -
where 
r’= {Y EM,:tr(YS)=OforallSEV}. (2.15) 
(2.16) 
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which follows from (2.2): In addition, from (2.11) we have 
R*RO=@,-cP,=G, (2.17) 
soQ=OifandonlyifRln=O. 
To see why this is an important fact, let’s look at a special case. Take Yto 
be the upper triangular matrices, and note that Yconsists of all strictly upper 
triangular matrices. In the notation we’ve just introduced, R E Vand 0 E Y. 
The product RP is a strictly upper triangular matrix, but, from (2.19, it is 
also a self-adjoint matrix; therefore it’s 0, and every extension is unique in this 
special case. 
Other subspaces also have the property that if 0 E Y, R E V, then RP 
being self-adjoint implies R8 = 0. For example, the 3 X 3 matrices having the 
form 
have it, and so do 2 X 2 matrices of the form 
where a + b + c + d = 0. On the other hand, 3 ~3 matrices of the form 
don’t have the property. We will call a subspace that has this property 
nulli,fying. 
When Yis a nulMying subspace, the argument hat we used for the upper 
triangulars hows that each $ E Y* has at most one norm-preserving exten- 
sion to M,. Since the Hahn-Banach theorem implies the existence of such an 
extension, we have gotten this result: 
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III. THE EXTREME POINTS IN B(Y*). 
In order to prove that (Y, B( Y*)) is a Toeplitz-Hausdorff system, we 
need to characterize xt(B(Y*). If Yis a nullifying subspace, we can do this; 
indeed, we have this result: 
THEOREM 5. Let Ybe a nulli~ng subspace of M,,. The set ext B( V*)) 
collsists of restrictions to Y of jimdonuls of the fm ((a)x, Rx , where 
the jbrm given is, when restricted to “r, in ext( B( V*)). c 
R E “Y^, x EC”, and jlRjl = ljxll= llRx\l = 1. Conversely, every func ’ 1 of 
Proof. Let 4 E ext(B(Y*)). Two things are quite clear: (i) IIJ/III= 1; (ii) 
there is an R E Y such that #(R) = 1. Since Y is nuUifying, Co ollary 4 
9’ implies that J, has a unique extension to M,, and the extension $J has the 
form given in (2.1). Since J, is extreme, it must correspond to an 
point of the set of all @ such that RQ, = l@l. By Theorem 2, these 
form x(Rx)*. An easy calculation shows that 
#+) = ((-)x, Rx). (3.1) 
To prove the converse, we first note that functionals of the form .l) are 
extreme in the convex set of functionals that satisfy +(R) = /1$11= 1.
P econd, 
we will show that if + is extreme among such functionals, then tit is in 
ext( B(V*)). From these two statements, it follows that + in (3.1) is in 
ext( B( V*)). 
Completing the proof requires that we prove the assertion in the last 
paragraph. Suppose that $ is extreme among all functionab (on $) that 
satisfy jIQII=#(R)=l, but that +=i(+,++s), where +r,+sz 
Clearly +(R)= 1= i[$,(R)+ &(R)l. Since l&(R)] 6 1, l&z(R)1 d 1, t! 
(V*). 
e O~Y 
way +r( R), &.e( R) can average to 1 is if they are both 1, so +r( R) = +z(JR) = 1. 
But $ is extreme among such fonctionak, and we have that +r = /& = 9: 
$J E ext( B( V*)). This ends the proof. n 
IV. A TOEPLITZHAUSDOBFF THEOREM 
We are now ready to prove our main result: 
T-REM 6. If Tis a nullij$ng subspace of M,,, then (Y, B(Y?) is a 
Toeplit&ausdorjrsystem. 
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Proo$ Let T E V. We must show that W,(T)c W(T), for we already 
know that W(T)E W,(T). If $J E B(V*), then q(T) E W,(T), We need to 
find 4 E ext(B(Y*)) such that t&T)= q(T). 
To do this, d&e 
tY= (&B(V-*):6(T)=+(T)}. (4.1) 
It is clear that 9is compact and convex; hence, it has an extreme point, say 4. 
We claim that l/J/l = 1. If //$I/ < 1,. then find a functional x E B(V*) for 
which x(T) = 0, (This assumes that dimV* >, 2. If dimV* = 1, then the 
result is obvious.) The fimctionals 
both have the property that J/, XT) = G(T) = G(T), and by choosing 0 < e G 
1- ll$\[, we see that 
Thus, qkEe9, and&=%(qE+ #_,), so~isnotextremeif~~~~~~l. 
Since 12 E B(Y*), and \[$[I = 1, there exists an R E Y, llRll= 1, such that 
$(R) = flRll= 1. By Corollary 4 and Theorems 1 and 2, we can find a unique 
extension 5, II&i = /l&l = 1, which has the form 
where the cwj’s and ii’s are the ones in Theorem 2. 
an extension of 4, 
(4.2) 
Because T E V, and 4 is 
~(T)=~(T)=Caj(Txj,Rrj); (4.3) 
hence 
tJ(T)=Cal(R*Txj, Xi)* (4.4) 
The complex numbers (R*Tx,, x j) are all in the usual numerical range of 
R*T; in fact, one can consider R*T as restricted to the subspace spanned by 
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the x j’s. By the ToepIitz-Har&dorff theorem, there exists a unit VeCt@’ x in the 
span of the xj’s such that the convex combination 
&qR*Tz,,Xj) = (R*Tx, x). (4.5) 
I 
Since x is a linear combination of the xl’s and since R*Rx j = x j, we ave that 
R*Rx = x, so l\Rlrjj = ljxlj = 1. From (4.4) and (4.5), q(T) = (TX, Rx 1 . On the 
other hand, 4 E 9, so 
4(T) = 4(T) = (TX, Rx). (4.6) 
By Theorem 5, ((-)x, Rx) is in ext(B(Y*)), so the number q(T) E W(T), 
and W,(T) c W(T), which is what we wanted to show. (Y, B( V*)) is thus a 
Toeplitz-Hausdorff system. m 
V. QUESTIONS 
The concept of a nulhfying subspace comes up natur@Iy in 
Corollary 4, and also occurs in the last two theorems in the paper. 
these questions: (1) Is it necessary as well as sufficient for Y to be 
iu order that (Y, B( V*)) be a Toeplitz-Hausdorff system? (2) 
characterizations of nuKfying subspaces? 
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